PA R T N E R B R I E F

DomainTools Iris and
Farsight Security
Combine DomainTools and Farsight Security to
Assess Domain Risk, Map Attack Infrastructures,
and Protect Your Attack Surface

Technology Overviews
DomainTools Iris
DomainTools Iris is a proprietary threat intelligence and investigation
platform that combines best-in-class domain and DNS infrastructure
intelligence and risk scoring with industry-leading passive DNS data from
Farsight Security and other top-tier providers. An intuitive web interface
and API atop these data sources help security teams quickly and efficiently
investigate network threats, potential cybercrime, and cyberespionage by
easily pivoting through connected infrastructure, ownership data, and the

Integration Highlights
Users can install their DNSDB API key in the
Iris package or purchase the Domaintools
pDNS upgrade package access to DNSDB data
using their DomainTools API key
The web-based Iris interface returns 500
results by default and is capped at 50,000
results

most comprehensive database of historical WhoIs information and DNS
infrastructure available to the commercial market.

Iris results are displayed in tabular form in the
Iris pDNS interface; to swing from the results

Farsight Security’s Solution

of one query to another query, right click (or
control-click on select operating systems) on
a result

Farsight Security DNSDB is the world’s largest DNS intelligence database
®

that provides a unique, fact-based, multifaceted view of the configuration
of the global Internet infrastructure. DNSDB, is used by security teams to
qualify, enrich and correlate cyberattack data such as IP addresses and
domains to save time during an investigation and remediation. Farsight
collects Passive DNS data from its global sensor array. It then filters and
verifies the DNS transactions before inserting them into the DNSDB, along
with ICANN-sponsored zone file access download data. The end result is
the highest-quality and most comprehensive DNS intelligence service of its

Results can be sorted by clicking on a column
heading in the tabular display; click again to
reverse that sort
Domain results found in passive DNS RRname
data can be exported to the DomainTools
pivot engine. Rdata results are not currently
exportable directly to the pivot engine

kind - with more than 100 billion domain resolution records and updated

Choose between searching RRnames (“left-

in real-time at over 200,000 times/second.

hand side” of DNS resource records) vs Rdata
(“righthand side” of DNS resource records)
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DomainTools Iris with Industry-Leading Passive DNS Data from Farsight Security

Integration Use Cases
Accelerate incident research
and post breach analysis
Discover associations among
threat actors and track and
block their activity.
Perform fact-based risk
assessment of domain names
and IP addresses.
Uncover all domains using
the same name server
infrastructure used by a
“known bad” domain.
Identify hostnames and C2
infrastructure associated
with known IOCs or network
detections.
Map the IPs an adversary is
using to conceal malicious
activity and avoid takedowns.

About DomainTools

About Farsight Security

DomainTools helps security analysts turn threat data

Farsight Security® ® is the world’s largest provider

into threat intelligence, taking indicators from your

of historical and real-time Passive DNS data.

network, including domains and IPs, and connecting

We enable security teams to qualify, enrich and

them with nearly every active domain on the Internet.

correlate all sources of threat data and ultimately

Those connections inform risk assessments, help

save time when it is most critical - during an attack

profile attackers, guide online fraud investigations, and

or investigation. Our solutions provide enterprise,

map cyber activity to attacker infrastructure. Fortune

government and security industry personnel and

1000 companies, global government agencies, and

platforms with unmatched global visibility, context

leading security solution vendors use the DomainTools

and response. Farsight Security is headquartered in

platform as a critical ingredient in their threat

San Mateo, California, USA.

investigation and mitigation work. Learn more about

Learn more about how we can empower your threat

how to connect the dots on malicious activity at

platform and security team with Farsight Security

https://www.domaintools.com.

Passive DNS solutions at farsightsecurity.com
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